We consider the properties of optimal xed-rate and entropy-constrained scalar quantizers for nite alphabet sources. In particular, w econsider conditions under which the optimal scalar quantizer with contiguous codecells achieves performance no worse than the optimal scalar quantizer without the constraint of codecell contiguit y.In addition to traditional scalar quantizers, w econsider multi-resolution scalar quantizers and multiple description scalar quantizers and also look brie y at codes with decoder side information (WynerZiv codes). While the conditions under which codecell contiguit y is consistent with optimality in xed-rate and entropy-constrained scalar quantization are quite broad, even with the squared error distortion measure, codecell contiguity in xed-rate and entropy-constrained multi-resolution, multiple description, and Wyner-Ziv scalar quantization can preclude optimality for some sources.
Introduction
A scalar quantizer encoder de nes a partition P of the scalar source alphabet X each set c 2 P of the encoder's partition is a code c ell describing all source symbols x 2 X that map to a single binary description. Given an ordered, scalar alphabet, we sa y that encoder partition P of X has contiguous codecells if for any codecells c c 0 2 P with c 6 = c 0 , x i < x j for some x i 2 c and x j 2 c 0 implies x < x 0 for all (x x 0 ) 2 c c 0 . While it is common to think of the codecells of an optimal scalar quantizer as contiguous subsets (i.e., intervals) of the real line, in 1 ] Gy orgy and Linder show that there exist nite-alphabet sources for which some rate-distortion points on the lower boundary (but not the conv ex hull) of the variable-rate scalar quantization operational distortion-rate bound cannot beac hieved using an encoder with contiguous codecells.
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We here consider the question of codecell contiguity for xed-rate and entropyconstrained scalar quantization (SQ), multi-resolution scalar quantization (MRSQ), 1 and multiple description scalar quantization (MDSQ) with and without decoder side information. We focus on nite-alphabet sources on the real line.
Set-Up
Consider an ordered, nite, scalar alphabet X = fx 1 : : : x N g IR. Let p 1] p N] be an arbitrary probability mass function (pmf) on X. We assume a non-negative d i stortion measure d(x x) and consider the properties of optimal xed-rate and entropyconstrained SQ, MRSQ, and MDSQ for pmf p 1] p N] on alphabet x 1 x N . F or notational simplicity, we refer to scalar source alphabet x 1 x N b y the symbolindices, writing 1 N to denote the full alphabet.
We de ne the encoders for SQ, MRSQ, and MDSQ using one or more partitions on 1 N. Each partition divides the alphabet into non-ov erlapping codecells each codecell describes all symbols giv ena particular binary description. We de ne an SQ encoder b y a single partition P each codecell c 2 P describes a collection of source symbols giv enthe same binary description. We de ne the encoder of an Mresolution MRSQ (M-RSQ) using M partitions P M = (P 1 : : : P M ) each codecell c i 2 P i describes a collection of source symbolsgiv enthe same binary description in resolutions 1 i. We de ne the encoder of an M-description MDSQ (M-DSQ) using M partitions P M = P 1 : : : P M each codecell c i 2 P i describes a collection of source symbolsgiv enthe same binary description in pack et i.
In both xed-rate and en tropy-constrained coding, the expected distortions and rates of the optimal SQ, MRSQ, and MDSQ with a given partition or set of partitions are simple functions of the partitions. We next describe these functions. Given an encoder de ned b ypartition P, the expected distortion of the corresponding code is independent of the code type. In contrast, the expected rates vary with the code type. We beginwith the distortion calculation.
The expected distortion for the optimal code de ned b ypartition P is
Here (C) denotes the optimal codeword for codecell C. F or example, whend(x x) = (x ;x) 2 , the optimal codeword (C) is the centroid (C) = P n2C p n]x n =p(C) of codecell C, where p(C) = P n2C p n] denotes the probability of codecell C.
The expected rate of a xed-rate SQ (FR-SQ) with encoder partition P is R fr (P) = log jPj (1) bits. We measure expected rate for variable-rate codes by the codecell entropies. The expected rate of an en tropy-constrained SQ (EC-SQ) with encoder partition P is
The rate calculation for an M-RSQ relies on the successive re nement in its partitions. P artitionP re nes P 0 (written P 0 P) if for any C 2 P 0 there exists a collection of cells c 1 c k 2 P so that P(C) = fc 1 For MDSQ, we assume that each pack et description must beuniquely decodable when only that pack et is received, so we again use (1) and (2) . The expected rate in resolution i of a xed-rate MDSQ (FR-MDSQ) is R fr (P i ). The expected rate in resolution i of an entropy-constrained MDSQ (EC-MDSQ) is R vr (P i ). Given this set-up and notation, we next consider the properties of optimal partitions for xed-rate and en tropy-constrained SQ, MRSQ, and MDSQ. We begin by proving the optimality of codecell contiguity for FR-SQ and EC-SQ. While codecell contiguity for FR-SQ is widely known for common distortion measures like the squared-error distortion measure, the proof sets the stage for later arguments and we include it for completeness. , and consider pmf f1=8 1=8 3=8 3=8g on alphabet f20 40 60 140g. Then for M = 2 there exists a point o n t h e lower conv ex hull of D fr ((1 1)) that cannot be achieved with codecell contiguity. In particular, in order to minimize D 1 with incremental rates R 1 = 1 and R 2 = 1 and distortion D 2 = 0 , we must use non-contiguous codecells at resolution 1. Equivalently ,for all 1 2 such that 1 = 2 < :02695, optimality requires non-contiguous codecells at resolution 1. The optimal partitions (in terms of the symbol alphabet rather than the symbol indices) are P 1 = ff20 60g f40 140gg and P 2 = ff20g f60g f40g f140gg. Figure 1(a) shows the corresponding optimal 2RSQ codebook. Intuitively ,requiring incremental rates of 1 and 1 leads to a binary tree, and using a value of 2 high enough to force D 2 to zero forces each source symbolto occupy a distinct leaf at depth 2 in that tree. The only task, then, is to nd the partition P 1 that minimizes D(P 1 ) o v er allP 1 = fc 1 c 2 g with jc 1 j = jc 2 j = 2. Here clustering a low-probability symbolwith each high probability symbolleads to a lower expected distortion than could beac hieved if the closer, more probable symbolswere grouped together. This clustering choice would never be necessary in a single-resolution code since the constraint jc 1 j = jc 2 j = 2 does not arise there. This example treats another case where 2 is chosen su ciently large to force D 2 to 0. Here, the tree structure need not bebinary nonetheless, clustering together two high-probability and two low-probability events yields a better rate-distortion tradeo for the given parameter values than any alternative clustering at resolution 1. Again, the constraint t h a t e a c h source symbol must occupy a separate leaf at the second resolution of the tree plays a critical role without a competing constraint in another resolution, the need for non-contiguous codecells would not arise here.
Theorem 2 Requiring codecell contiguity in partition P 1 of a xed-rate or entropy- The side information is available only tothe decoder. Then the optimal xed-rate-1 SQ with decoder side information requires non-contiguous codecells. In particular, P = ff20 60g f40 80gg.
Here the side information can beviewed as the output of a random code with contiguous codecells. The encoder can best add to that information using non-contiguous codecells.
Summary and Conclusions
This work treats the properties of optimal codes for xed-rate and entropy-constrained SQ, MRSQ, and MDSQ with and without decoder side information. In particular, we derive a family of conditions under which we can guarantee the existence of an optimal code with contiguous codecells. We also demonstrate that for some code types there exist pmfs for which some points on the lower conv ex hull of the achievable rate-distortion region cannot beachieved with an encoder with contiguous codecells. F orcodes without decoder side information, it is interesting to notice that in the examples considered to date, most (or all) of the points on the lower convex h ull can beachieved with contiguous codecells. Nonetheless, the existence of pmfs for which codecell contiguity precludes optimality a t e v en one rate implies that code designs that restrict their attention to codes with contiguous codecells cannot guarantee optimality for all pmfs. Thus optimal xed-rate and entropy-constrained SQ design algorithms that use distortion measures satisfying the condtions of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, respectively, and restrict their attention to codes with contiguous codecells (e.g., 3, 2]) guarantee globally optimal design. In contrast xed-and entropy-constrained MRSQ, MDSQ, and Wyner-Ziv code design algorithms that restrict their attention to codes with contiguous codecells 2] cannot guarantee globally optimal design for all pmfs.
